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A LAYMAN’S APPROACH TO ART
present art, since they can in- intellect in art. To do this I will involvement, since these emo
still emotions. However, these deal primarily with abstract art. tional involvements are based
emotions may be no more than Abstract art is just that-it is ab- on past experiences,
psychological interpretations, stract. It does not refer to real- knowledge that one'can pick
No meaning can be gotten from ity (which, incidentally, up. It is true to say, however,
this junk since no meaning was is not a fault). Therefore one that the emotions can be irv
intended. The radical has failed cannot become emotionally in- creased to a point as
to understand the subtle differ- volved in abstract art since emo- nects the art with past experi-

to show that in art there are necessarily identical with his betwean artistic feeling tional involvement as I have ences that maybe escaped the
three dichotomies, a controversy own. The only sure way of mak- dn. 8 pSyC °°pica' interpre- stated, refers to the re-creation recipient at first contact. But the
concerning the definition of art, ing sure that one's feelings are tatlon' a Past experience. Since there emotions involved cannot be in-
the question of what is the transmitted directly is to narrate Artistic feeling or emotion is 's no real ity, there can be no creased indefinitely. It would
field of the art critic, what is them. Thus prose literature a reference to conscious phy- Past experience and there can probably be more true to say
the field of the psychologist, would degenerate into philoso- s'ca* Pas* experiences, which are be no emotional involvement, that in most cases the emotional
and the relation between emo- phical essays or scientific tracts, recreated when one comes into There can, however, still be a involvement would wear off,

contact with the art. The art re- psychological interpretation. For rather than increase, but this
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I shall attempt, in this essay, tact with the work of art is not

tion and the intellect. As an illustration of the con mjncjs one Qf fhe past eXper- an example, while visiting might well depend on the re-

lence. Therefore the art must friends I noticed in their house cipient.The first dichotomy concerns servative's error let us examine . 
the definition of art. These de- the effect of the intercourse have meaning. But some of this an abstract painting consisting The natura| question to ask is 

art" espoused by the radicals of a number of blue rectangles what is more important, the
has no meaning, since no mean- (apparently) scattered indiscrim- emotions or the intellect? We
ing was intended. It can have inatelV throughout the entire have shown that in realistic art
no effect on the conscious mind, wor^- Each rectangle was a dif-
since there is nothing that the ferent shade of blue and this

perienced and having evoked it true erotic love whether it be mind can refer back to. The only was what the entire work con-
in oneself then by means of within or outside of matrimon- effect it can have is on the sub- sisted of. At one time while

colours, ial vows. To a cross-section of conscious, or psychological part looking at it I heard the obser- tbat tbe 'nte^ect is more import-
sounds, or forms expressed in society, however, this was not tbe m'nc^ This junk is an ab- vation "that looks like a lot of anb This is most probably true.

straction (i. e. does not refer to chalk marks on a blackboard". Emotional involvement forces
. _ „ . reality), so one cannot become This was, however, subsconsc- one to be entirely subjective,

ing so that others experience many these descriptions of the emotionally involved with it. ious interpretation of this work and any criticism must be so
the same feeling". To the liber- act of intercourse were nothing An -xamnle from nntsiHe the of art. To no other person could regarded. Exponents of emo-
al, however, this definition is but immoral sex scenes. (It is a ®x^P'e tram outside the fh,s |ook ||ke g 5eries of cha|k tionalism will claim that they
too restrictive. He sees in the Sa re lectl°" +UuP°n*he conten> thjs Mathematics is a discipline marks' and this certainly cam can communicate" more with
work of art not an attempt at porary wor|d that th,s minority whjch hgs nQ reference t P_ i not be put down as an emot- the art- V115 maY be true but
conveying a feeling that the art- ™aS Power7 enough to have Someone confronted for the ional involvement since no past any sucb communication is
ist has experienced, but the Lawrence s book castrated so j^stXe ^th he ^auat on experience was being recollect- superficial. They fail to grasp
transmission of an idea or feel- , 3 ar?y wbo might see more in _ P ed, and no emotions were be- !he mo''e mtellectual problems
ing from the artist's experience than th*y dld ^ demed the L he hTs anTfeehno Cards in9 used’ mvolved- Bil'y Graham
into words (or oaintino or mus- chance to read lf-) ?.ay. ne 7s any te(;! 9 tov^ards sway the rabble to a point
ir) h°: Pf‘u ' 9z T, ... , , lf smce there nothing to have What then is the artistic fun- of emotion where they will
listenedmavînternrpt h ^ llde"al'.however' ,stnot feelin9 about. However, from ction of abstract art? If it doesn't claim to be "saved" Ask them
sane" in acrardCe with hk ha^pered by th|s emotional m- out of his subsconcious he may appeal to the emotions, then it a question of a theological

ge in accordance with his volvement since he is more in- say, for example, that it looks must appeal to the intellect. By ture however and vou will
pHnCl 095 and rS IC kTW- terestedm mdlvldual interpre- like the three crosses that St. intellect I mean knowledge7 find'yourself talking to a com
"ahCJt"6 rTa|0ntu of modern tation. His analysis goes beyond Andrew, St. Peter, and Christ knowledge of art, music or lit- pleteignoramus 'VUittle know
abstract art would, therefore, an attempt to re-enact the feel- died on, but there is still no erary criticism, knowledge of ledge"9hoover, 'Ns a dangeT

finitions I shall designate as scenes from Lady Chatterley's „ 
conservative, liberal, and rad- Lover by D. H. Lawrence. These 
ical. To the conservative the scenes were intended, appar- 
activity of the artist is to "evoke ently, to convey the purity, sim- 
in oneself a feeling one has ex- plicity, and wholesomeness of both are involved but that in ab

stract art only the latter is used. 
One would assume therefore

movements, lines,

words, so to transmit that feel- the feeling conveyed. To
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mLrartisîicvduÏtI the lih^ TrT La^rfnce puts *nto tBe feelin9 involved, just this psy- meaning put into the work by ous thing" and it leads to what
conservative. asks^heVuettion''"wkltTthe M°loÇf,Cal intLerpretafion' which the artist, knowledge of artistic is known as pseudo-intellectual- 

Furthermore to the liberal the purpose of these scenes'? What 3 psychological interpre- techniques in general and the ism (a complaint from which

sr^ïAreiî 553FHH
would'beTclined6togivTmoœ to^heploTa^d^Hot'TeTp^to Se'VeS f° the CritiC °f ^ \°h^inTeTlect^^Tknowlldge)1 about what
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r69arded 65 °bSœne- thSVe (a;.'ed P^chol°S,cal increase one's appreciation «5 ate and sup^ressef1to XX
can be considered as The conservative, who be- 7rprefatlon and artistic feeling art (or in the case of abstract and to increase his knowledge,
art. Art to the radical therefore comes emotionally involved can have been splitting hairs. How- art since there is no emotional One can therefore become more
can range from Leonardo Da on,y view subjectively. The lib- ever' 1 ,e not' as 1 sBal1 show involvement), one can begin to open-minded and objective. This
Vinci's The Last Suooer to inL era-1 because he stands above n°w fs. 1 ,turn fo the Parts appreciate; however one can is the ultimate aim of all would-
blots, or from Tom Jones to be- the arf can therefore be objec- played by the emotions and the never increase one's emotional be intellectuals.
hind-the-counter pronography tive-.John Kea|s, by his own ad- 
This last viewpoint could be dis- misslon^,c°uld not appreciate 
counted entirely but for two mus,Cl H|S personal feelings be

came so entangled with the 
music that they made him cry.
Had he stood apart and viewed 
from a distance his overall 
appreciation would have been 
much greater.

The radicals, by their defin
ition, throw sensible art out of 
the window. A necessary and 
sufficient characteristic for art is 
that feelings and meaning be 
put into it and that feelings 

possible to achieve. The conser- and/or interpretation be taken 
vative artist with his great reli- out. To the radical, however, 
ance on the transmission of meaningless junk, such as paint 
feeling does not realize that the indiscriminantly thrown at a 
emotional involvement that will piece of canvas, or porno- 
result from the recipient's con- graphy on a lavatory wall, re

al than to the
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k ■reasons. It has a great number 

of adherents who are earnestly 
trying to get it recognized; the 
other is that the radical fails to 
make the distinction between 
the art lover's artistic feelings 
and his psychological make 
(More of that later).
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sThe criticism of the conser

vative position is quite simple; 
it is practically, if not totally im-
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ABSTRACT ART — Jardin sous La Neige by Pa ul—Emile Borbuas.
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